An absent parent is a parent who does not have custody of a child and is not involved in the child's daily life. If an absent... Absent parent” is a legal term that may define the way some parents relate or fail to relate to their children. These parents are not the custodial parent, or the parent with whom a child lives. Instead, they are non-custodial parents who do not reside with the child. A parent can be involved in a child’s life and pay child support, but if he doesn’t live with the child he is absent. There are a couple of ways the term absent parent can be used. Once child custody arrangements are determined, the parent who does not live with the child, and who usually only has visiting rights witho Just like you cope with parents that are physically absent. They are not there so you have to cope alone. A parent can abandon their child right in the house sitting on the couch watching television. The TV show can be more important than the child’s homework. They can abandon. My latest book ‘Anxiety is not Depression - Questions and Answers’ includes hundreds of answers I have written to questions here in Quora. Just like you cope with parents that are physically absent. They are not there so you have to cope alone. A parent can abandon their child right in the house sitting on the couch watching television. Absent Parents indicates that the parents of the protagonist are absent for most part of the series, indicating that they are still alive, the protagonist knows them and probably knows where they are, and they more or less have a cordial relationship. Sort by. Chapters Frequency Rank Rating Readers Reviews Title Last Updated. A few years later, the original daughter returned, Yu Xiang was prepared to leave, but she found that her technique of holding his thighs was too professional. Her older brother refused to let her go! The marquis concealed his smile with the wine cup: How can his pampered wife, that grew up with him, leave whenever she wants? <